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Critical Infrastructure Research at EESA
We are using breakthrough sensing and modeling technologies that enable the integration of response planning within 
smart design of infrastructure that is resilient to abrupt, near-catastrophic events like wildfires or gradual processes 
like climate change. Our researchers combine streaming data collected from above- and below ground with emerging 
Exascale computing to develop models capable of helping predict infrastructure vulnerabilities and minimize the 
impact of disruptive events and failures. 

EESA scientists apply vast knowledge of the connection between interactions occurring across Earth compartments, 
from subsurface bedrock to vegetative canopy, and of vulnerable above- and below-ground facilities, such as 
underground gas storage. We leverage advanced understanding of stressors like seismicity and climate change; 
ground-based distributed acoustic sensing and automated airborne monitoring; and the pairing of sensing and 
monitoring tools with computing. 

For more information about critical infrastructure work at EESA, contact Dave McCallen at dbmccallen@lbl.gov

Berkeley Lab Critical Infrastructure Research at a Glance

Our society’s health, safety, and economic well-
being depend on bridges, tunnels, power plants, and 
dams that are structurally sound and secure. Yet our 
nation’s critical infrastructure barely receives passing 
grades in the American Society of Civil Engineers’ 
yearly Infrastructure Report Card. A rise in the rate 
of extreme events such as wildfires or hurricanes 
demands that we develop innovative methods for 
optimizing and managing the performance of today’s 
infrastructure, with an eye towards reimagining the 
resilient infrastructure of the future. 

Berkeley Lab researchers are using high-performance computing to better predict how 
an earthquake along one of the Bay Area’s most dangerous faults would affect different 
locations and buildings. 

bit.ly/2XQJkPb

Scientists at Berkeley Lab have turned parts of a 13,000-mile-long testbed of unused 
underground “dark fiber” into a highly sensitive seismic activity sensor that could potentially 
augment the performance of earthquake early warning systems currently being developed in 
the western United States. 

bit.ly/2ryiYFi

An optical sensor developed by Berkeley Lab scientists could speed up the time it takes to 
evaluate whether critical buildings like hospitals are safe to occupy shortly after a major 
earthquake. The technology autonomously captures and transmits data depicting the 
relative displacement between two adjacent stories of a shaking building.

bit.ly/37FC8d4

One of the 17 U.S. Department of Energy national laboratories, Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory was founded in 1931 on the belief that the 

biggest scientific challenges are best addressed by teams.
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